




In each question below, four words printed in bold type are given. These 

are numbered (A), (B), (C) and (D). One these words printed in bold might 

either be wrongly spelt or inappropriate in the context of the sentence. Find 

out the word that is inappropriate or wrongly spelt, if any. The number of 

the word is your answer. If the words printed in bold are correctly spelt and 

appropriate in the context of the sentence then mark (E), i.e. 'All Correct', 

as your answer.



Once demand (A) for services raises (B), along with 

aggregate (C) income, both demand for the labour of the 

rich and the business income of that group will likely (D) 

return.

1. demand

2. raises

3. aggregate

4. likely

5. All correct



Sheep are susceptible (A) to their own brain wasting (B) 

disease called scrapie, but this disease has never been 

shown (C) to be transmisible (D) to humans.

1. susceptible

2. wasting

3. shown

4. transmisible

5. All correct



In each question below, a sentence is given with a part of it printed in 

bold type. That part contains a phrase that may be correct or erroneous. 

Each sentence is followed by phrases (A), (B), (C), and (D). Find out 

which is the correct phrase that should replace the error in bold, if there is 

any, and which makes the sentence grammatically meaningful and 

correct. If the sentence is correct as it is and ‘No improvement required’, 

mark option 5 ‘No improvement required’ as the answer.



The crisis are so deep that even government officials are 

reportedly not paid their salaries on time.

1. are so deep in

2. is so deep

3. is so deep that

4. are in deep

5. No improvement required



In the afore-mentioned alternative work models, leaders may 

have to created those rituals, sometimes painstakingly, to just 

get the work done.

1. leaders may have to create those rituals

2. leaders might have to created those rituals

3. leaders may have to create those ritual

4. leaders has to create those ritual

5. No improvement required



The country has miles to go in enable access to entry-

level higher education and bridging the gender and 

economic gap in its university portals.

1. have miles to go in enable access

2. has miles to go in enabling access

3. has miles to go at enabling access

4. has miles to go to enabling access

5. No improvement required



Read each sentence to find out whether there is any 

grammatical error in it. The error, if any, will be in one 

part of the sentence. Mark the part with the error as your 

answer. If there is no error, mark ‘No error’ as your 

answer (Ignore the errors of punctuation, if any).



Sri Lanka is facing its worse financial crisis, 

(1)/and had declared an emergency (2)/in August 

last in the face of (3)/a crippling foreign exchange 

crunch (4).

1. 1

2. 2

3. 3

4. 4

5. No error



Selling pressure from foreign institutional 

investors (1)/may allow us to (2)/enter the private 

banking sector (3)/at a more reasonable valuations 

(4).

1. 1

2. 2

3. 3

4. 4

5. No error



The expense of the project (1)/has been tentatively 

begged at ₹16 crore, (2)/since almost all 

landowners are willing to surrender (3)/land in 

their backyard for the project (4).

1. 1

2. 2

3. 3

4. 4

5. No error



The production level (1)/will get a boost with more 

youngsters (2)/entering the dairy sector (3)/follow 

the COVID 19 lockdown (4).

1. 1

2. 2

3. 3

4. 4

5. No error



Our relationship works (A)/because we are very 

aware (B)/of our differences, we accept that 

(C)/we are child and cheese (D).

1. Our relationship works

2. because we are very aware

3. of our differences, we accept that

4. we are child and cheese

5. No error



In the following passage, some of the words have 

been left out, each of which is indicated by a 

number. Find the suitable word from the options 

given against each number and fill up the blanks 

with appropriate words to make the paragraph 

meaningfully complete.



Non-banking financial companies, already___1____under a painful 

liquidity crisis, are up against a fresh challenge in the form of new 

regulatory norms set by the Reserve Bank of India. The central bank has 

___2___draft norms on liquidity risk management for deposit taking and 

non-deposit taking NBFCs. According to these proposed rules, NBFCs 

would have to comply with a higher liquidity coverage ratio (LCR), which 

is the proportion of ___3___ that an NBFC needs to hold in the form of 

high-quality liquid assets that can be quickly and easily converted into cash. 

The new norms, which are expected to be implemented by the RBI over 

four years starting from April 2020, would likely put significant pressure on 

the margins of NBFCs. 



Under these norms, NBFCs would have to maintain their LCR at 

60% of net cash ___14____initially, and improve it to 100% by 

April 2024. If the norms are implemented, NBFCs may be forced 

to park a significant share of their money in low-risk liquid assets, 

such as government bonds, which yield much lower returns than 

high-risk illiquid assets. The strict norms have to be seen in the 

___15___ of the present crisis where even prominent NBFCs are 

struggling to meet their obligations to various lenders.



Non-banking financial companies, already___1____under a 

painful liquidity crisis, are up against a fresh challenge in the 

form of new regulatory norms set by the Reserve Bank of India.

Find the appropriate option to fill the blank no. 1

1. revolving

2. reeling

3. elaborating

4. reefing

5. adjusting 



The central bank has ___2___draft norms on liquidity risk 

management for deposit taking and non-deposit taking NBFCs.

Find the appropriate option to fill the blank no. 2

1. charged

2. passed

3. released

4. blamed

5. magnified



According to these proposed rules, NBFCs would have to comply 

with a higher liquidity coverage ratio (LCR), which is the proportion 

of ___3___ that an NBFC needs to hold in the form of high-quality 

liquid assets that can be quickly and easily converted into cash. 

Find the appropriate option to fill the blank no. 3

1. assets

2. shares

3. market product

4. belongings

5. liabilities



Under these norms, NBFCs would have to maintain 

their LCR at 60% of net cash ___14____initially, and 

improve it to 100% by April 2024. 

Find the appropriate option to fill the blank no. 4

1. service

2. deposit

3. influx

4. outflows

5. income



The strict norms have to be seen in the ___15___ of the 

present crisis where even prominent NBFCs are 

struggling to meet their obligations to various lenders.

Find the appropriate option to fill the blank no. 5

1. assurance

2. emergence

3. context

4. composure

5. acknowledgement
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